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2

BFURCATION STENT AND BALLOON
ASSEMBLES

decrease in the diameter of the main branch vessel relative to

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

5

Not Applicable
STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY
SPONSORED RESEARCH

10

the diameter of the parent vessel. The stent includes a tapered
middle portion with a side branch assembly for positioning
within the deviating branch of a body vessel. The portion of
the stent within the first body vessel and the portion within the
main branch vessel have largely different sized diameters.
The middle region tapers steeply to bridge this diameter dif
ferential. The tapered middle region also angles the side
branch assembly which can easily be extended at an angle to
the main body of the stent.
At least one embodiment of the invention is directed to a

Not Applicable

bifurcated stent having a distal region distal to the side open
ing and having a diameter, a proximal region proximal to the
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
side opening and having a diameter, and a medial region
between the distal and proximal regions. The stent also has a
1. Field of the Invention
15 second body comprising at least one projecting member.
In some embodiments this invention relates to implantable When the stent is in the expanded state, the distal region
medical devices, their manufacture, and methods of use and
diameter and proximal region diameter have different sizes
more particularly to intravascular stents that include a plural and the medial region tapers from the distal region diameter
ity of cavities formed on one or more surfaces of the stent and size to the proximal region diameter size. In at least one
are coated with drugs
2O embodiment, the difference in the diameter sizes ranges from
18% to 35% inclusively. The at least one projecting member
2. Description of the Related Art
Stents, grafts, Stent-grafts, Vena cava filters, expandable extends obliquely from the first body and defines a second
frameworks, and similar implantable medical devices, collec lumen therethrough, and the second lumen is in fluid com
tively referred to hereinafter as stents, are radially expandable munication with the first lumen. A therapeutic agent coating
be positioned on at least one connector, stent member,
endoprostheses which are typically intravascular implants 25 can
capable of being implanted transluminally and enlarged radi projecting member, the distal region, the proximal region, the
region, the first stent body, the second stent body, and
ally after being introduced percutaneously. Stents may be medial
thereof.
implanted in a variety of body lumens or vessels such as anyAtcombination
least one embodiment of the invention is directed to a
within the vascular system, urinary tracts, bile ducts, fallo bifurcated Stent in which the medial region comprises a plu
pian tubes, coronary vessels, secondary vessels, etc. They 30 rality of interconnected expansion columns, at least two of the
may be self-expanding, expanded by an internal radial force, interconnected expansion columns having different maxi
such as when mounted on a balloon, or a combination of mum expansion capacities. In one embodiment the plurality
self-expanding and balloon expandable (hybrid expandable). can be four columns. In one embodiment a portion of the
Stents may be implanted to prevent restenosis following medial region extends along a sloped path between the proxi
angioplasty in the vascular system.
35 mal and distal regions and a portion of the medial region
A complication arises when Stenoses form at vessel bifur extending along a non-sloped linear path. The proximal and
cation sites. A bifurcation site is an area of the vasculature or
distal regions can also be tapered.
At least one embodiment is directed to a bifurcated stent in
other portion of the body where a first (or parent) vessel is
bifurcated into two or more branch vessels. Where a stenotic
which the opening plane and a portion of the first stent body
lesion or lesions form at such a bifurcation, the lesion(s) can 40 in the proximal region intersect at less than 145 degrees
affect only one of the vessels (i.e., either of the branch vessels and/or the opening plane and a portion of the first stent body
or the parent vessel) two of the vessels, or all three vessels. in the distal region intersect at greater than 145 degrees. In at
Many prior art stents however are not wholly satisfactory for least one embodiment, a portion of the distal region and at
a portion of the proximal region have a common axis.
use where the site of desired application of the stent is juxta least
At least one embodiment of the invention is directed to a
posed or extends across a bifurcation in an artery or vein such, 45 bifurcated stent having at least one expandable frame which
for example, as the bifurcation in the mammalian aortic artery at least partially defines the perimeter of the side opening. At
into the common iliac arteries.
least one of the at least one projecting members is engaged to
The art referred to and/or described above is not intended to
the expandable frame. In the unexpanded State the expand
constitute an admission that any patent, publication or other able frame has an at least partially looped structure with one
information referred to herein is “prior art” with respect to 50 or more curved regions. The curved regions at least partially
this invention. In addition, this section should not be con
extends within the opening plane to define the side opening
Strued to mean that a search has been made or that no other
perimeter. In the expanded State the curved regions at least
pertinent information as defined in 37 C.F.R.S 1.56(a) exists. partially straighten increasing the overall circumference of
All US patents and applications and all other published the side opening area. This expandable frame can also
documents mentioned anywhere in this application are incor- 55 increases the overall area of the opening plane along an axis
porated herein by reference in their entirety.
generally co-linear to an axis extending from the most distal
Without limiting the scope of the invention a brief sum portion of the proximal region, through the opening plane, to
mary of some of the claimed embodiments of the invention is the most proximal portion of the distal region. This and other
set forth below. Additional details of the summarized embodi
aspects of the invention are described in more detail in the
ments of the invention and/or additional embodiments of the 60 accompanying description and drawings.
invention may be found in the Detailed Description of the
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL
VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS

Invention below.
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
65

In one aspect of the present invention provides a bifurcated
intravascular stent with a geometry that provides for a rapid

The invention is best understood from the following
detailed description when read in connection with accompa
nying drawings, in which:
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ordinary skill in the art that embodiments in which the main
branch vessel extends in a direction proximal from the bifur
cation site and in which the parent vessel extends in a direc
tion distal from the bifurcation site are contemplated by this
invention; for the sake of clarity, in this application the defi
nition of the term “parent vessel' is that branch extending in
a proximal direction from the bifurcation site and the defini
tion of the term “main branch vessel' is that branch extending
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FIG. 1 is a lateral view of an expanded bifurcated stent with
a larger diameter at the portion within the parent vessel and a
smaller diameter at the portion within the main branch vessel.
FIG. 2 is a lateral view of the medial region of a bifurcated
Stent.

FIG. 3A is a lateral cross sectional image of a symmetrical
bifurcated stent with a larger diameter at the portion within
the parent vessel and a smaller diameter at the portion within

in a distal direction from the bifurcation site.

the main branch vessel.

FIG. 3B is a lateral cross sectional image of an asymmetri
cal bifurcated stent with a larger diameter at the portion
within the parent vessel and a smaller diameter at the portion
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within the main branch vessel.

FIG. 4A is a lateral cross sectional image of a gradually
tapering symmetrical bifurcated Stent with a larger diameter
at the portion within the parent vessel and a smaller diameter
at the portion within the main branch vessel.
FIG. 4B is a lateral cross sectional image of a gradually
tapering asymmetrical bifurcated stent with a larger diameter
at the portion within the parent vessel and a smaller diameter
at the portion within the main branch vessel.
FIG. 5A is a lateral cross sectional image of a stepped
tapering symmetrical bifurcated Stent with a larger diameter
at the portion within the parent vessel and a smaller diameter
at the portion within the main branch vessel.
FIG. 5B is a lateral cross sectional image of a stepped
tapering asymmetrical bifurcated stent with a larger diameter
at the portion within the parent vessel and a smaller diameter
at the portion within the main branch vessel.
FIG. 6 is a PRIOR ART bifurcated Stent.
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FIG. 7 is an overhead view of the side branch assembly of
a bifurcated stent with a larger diameter at the portion within
the parent vessel and a smaller diameter at the portion within
the main branch vessel.

FIG. 8 is a cross sectional view of the side branch assembly
of a bifurcated stent with a larger diameter at the portion
within the parent vessel and a smaller diameter at the portion

35

within the main branch vessel.

FIG.9 is representational view of the side branch assembly
of an unexpanded bifurcated stent with an expandable frame

40

array.

FIG. 10 is representational view of the side branch assem
bly of an expanded bifurcated stent with an expandable frame
array.
45

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The invention will next be illustrated with reference to the

figures wherein the same numbers indicate similar elements
in all figures. Such figures are intended to be illustrative rather
than limiting and are included herewith to facilitate the expla
nation of the apparatus of the present invention.
For the purposes of this disclosure, like reference numerals
in the figures shall refer to like features unless otherwise
indicated.

Depicted in the figures are various aspects of the invention.
Elements depicted in one figure may be combined with, or
Substituted for, elements depicted in another figure as desired.
Referring now to FIG. 1, there is shown an expanded bifur
cated stent (1). When deployed, the stent is positioned at and
extends along a bifurcation site from a first or parent vessel (3)
into at least two branch vessels, one being a main branch
vessel (4) and one being a deviating branch vessel (2). The
main branch vessel (4) generally extends along the same first
longitudinal axis (16) as the parent vessel (3). The deviating
branch vessel (2) generally extends along a second longitu
dinal axis (36). Although it would be appreciated by one of
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The inter-axis angle (90) formed at the intersection of the
first longitudinal axis (16) and the second longitudinal axis
(36) defines an oblique angle. For the purposes of this appli
cation, the definition of term 'oblique' is an angle of greater
than Zero degrees, such as an angle of between about 1 and
about 180 degrees and explicitly includes angles of 90
degrees and of about 90 degrees. In some bifurcated arteries,
the percentage difference between the diameter of the parent
vessel and the diameter of the main branch vessel is a very
large and is caused by a steep tapering in the walls of the main
branch vessel. In the context of this application this large
tapering in body vessels is referred to as rapid percent change
vessels or RPs. The tapering in RPs helps the circulatory
system maintain constant fluidic barometric pressure.
Examples of RP body vessels include but are not limited to the
left main coronary artery, the left anterior descending (LAD)
artery, and the Circumflex artery. The present invention, while
generally Suited to use at a wide variety of bifurcation sites in
arteries, veins, and other body lumens, in some embodiments,
are particularly suited for within in RP body vessels.
The bifurcated stent (1) is a hollow structure positionable
adjacent to the body vessel wall. The stent (1) is typically
placed on a catheter shaft and is positioned within a body
vessel at the bifurcation site. The stent (1) comprises a first
stent body (10), a side branch or ostial opening (18) along its
Surface, and a second stent body. The second stent body
comprises a side branch assembly (30) adjacent to and cov
ering at least a portion of the side branch opening (18). The
inner surface of the first stent body (10) faces and defines a
first fluid lumen (14). The surface of the first stent body (10)
defines a first circumferential wall (12).
In the unexpanded State, the stent as a whole defines a
singular tubular wall which can be substantially cylindrical or
which may have regions with differing diameters or asymme
tries around its longitudinal axis.
In the expanded state as shown in FIG. 1, the stent is
positioned within a bifurcation site and the first stent body
(10) extends from a position within the parent vessel (3) to a
position within the main branch vessel (4). The second stent
body comprises the expanded side branch assembly (30)
which extends into the deviating branch vessel (2) and defines
the second fluid lumen (34). The first stent body (10) gener
ally extends along the first longitudinal axis (16) of the parent
vessel (3) and the second stent body (30) generally extends
along the second longitudinal axis (36) of the branch vessel
(2).
A generally tubular portion of the first stent body (10)
located at a position distal to the side branch assembly (30)
defines the distal region (13). Similarly a generally tubular
portion of the first stent body (10) located at a position proxi
mal to the side branch assembly (30) defines the proximal
region (15). A medial region (27) defines the portion of the
first stent body (10) between the distal and proximal regions.
The first and second bodies periphery are joined at the ostium
(38). The first and second bodies can be joined around the
ostium (38) by connectors or by any other means known in the
art. In some embodiments, a mounting ring or expandable
frame can encircle the side opening providing a defined inter
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medial columns may be 4 mm, 3.75 mm, 3.5 mm, and 3 mm,
respectively. In at least one embodiment, the diameter differ
ence between the most distal and most proximal column is

5
face between the first and second bodies. In at least some

embodiments, both the first and second stent bodies are

formed from a single solid tube by known techniques such as
laser cutting, chemical etching or the like.
The side branch assembly (30) of the second body com
prises two or more projecting members (32) which extend
away from the first circumferential wall (12). These extended
projecting members (32) define the second fluid lumen (34).

between 18% and 35%. The most distal of the medial col

The second fluid lumen is in fluid communication with the

first lumen (14).
In at least one embodiment, the projecting member (32) is
a petal. For purposes of this application the definition of the
term "petal is one or more projecting members (32) capable
of twisting, bending, pivoting or otherwise opening to define
a second fluid lumen (34) by opening away from the circum
ferential layer (12) of the first stent body (10).
The petals can be arranged in an iris configuration when the
stent (1) is unexpanded. For purposes of this application the
definition of the term “iris’ is one or more petals generally
lying along the first circumferential wall (12) of the stent (1)
in the unexpanded configuration and covering at least a por
tion of the side branch opening (18). When the stent (1)
assumes an expanded State, the petals bend outward around
the ostium (38) in a crown configuration to form the second
fluid lumen (34). The transition from iris to crown configu
rations may be accomplished by balloon expansion, self
expansion or a combination of Such mechanisms.
The design of the medial region (27) accommodates the
severe and rapid diameter percentage decrease between the
diameter of the parent vessel (3) and the main branch vessel
(4) found in RP body vessels. The distal and proximal regions
each have differing diameters sized to match the respective
size of the parent vessel or main branch that they are posi
tioned within. The proximal region (15) has a greater expan
sion capability than the distal region (13). This may be
accomplished by using different materials between the stent
regions or by use of different stent design features such as
Strut dimensions differences in undulation frequency and/or
amplitude, changes in cell geometry and the like, or combi
nations of such differences.
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a decrease in diameter from 5 mm to 2 mm.
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The difference in diameter between the proximal and distal
regions of the stent is bridged by the medial region (27) at
least one embodiment of which is shown in FIG. 2 which

includes several undulating expansion columns (28", 28".
28", and 28"), each with progressively differing expansion
properties. In at least one embodiment, the expansion prop
erties of each of the medial columns (28, 28", 28", 28")
progressively changes according to the formula:
LProxian/PProximal Dista/Pdistal

In which L is the continuous length of an expansion col
umns undulations and D is the average target vessel diameter
or nominal expansion diameter of a particular stent cross
section. Medial columns conforming to this formula allow the
medial column to maintain its scaffolding properties, Volume
for drug coatings, and maintain appropriate SAR (Surface to
artery ratio used for appropriate drug dosages) while allowing
for the stepped decrease or gradual taper of the stent over the
bifurcation. In at least one embodiment, the formula is appli
cable to expansion columns having undulations with com
mon amplitudes.
One exemplary embodiment has a four column medial
region where the undulations in each of the columns have
equal amplitudes, the value of L for these medial columns are
proportional ratios according to the relationship of column-1
(28) L=4.0, column-2 (28") L=3.75, column-3 (28") L=3.50,
and column-4 (28") L-3.0. For instance, the L values for

umns (28") is attached to the distal region (13) and has the
same diameter as the distal region (13). Similarly the most
proximal of the medial columns (28) is attached to the proxi
mal region (15) and has the same diameter as the proximal
region (15). The intermediate medial expansion columns
(which in FIG. 2 is represented by 28", 28", but there can also
be more, fewer, or none at all) provide scaffolding appropriate
to particular cross sections of the rapid taper of the RP vessel
or other body vessel.
The taper of the medial region as well as the body vessel
can be described in terms of a slope expressed according to
the common slope equation: slope=AX/AY wherein AX rep
resents the difference in diameter at two different portions of
the medial region or body vessel (63 and 64 in FIG.9) and AY
represents the longitudinal displacement relative to the lon
gitudinal axis (71 in FIGS. 9 and 10) of the different diam
eters. In at least one embodiment, the medial region matches
an RP body vessel which decreases from a diameter of 4 mm
to a diameter of 2.5 mm over a distance of approximately 6
mm resulting in a slope of 0.25. In at least one other embodi
ment, the diameter change is from 4 mm to 3 mm over 8 mm
of distance resulting in a slope of 0.125. Embodiments of this
invention contemplate but are not limited to medial regions
having a length of between 10 mm and 3 mm and which have
Although FIG. 2 illustrates a stent in which the outer sur
face of each of the three regions is at least partially defined by
expansion columns (7) which comprise struts (5) connected
to immediately adjacent struts (5') by bent regions (6) on each
end of the struts (5) and in which the expansion columns (7)
are connected to adjacent expansion columns (7") by connec
tors (37) it would be understood to one of skill in the art that
the invention encompasses otherstent architectures known in
the art. Similarly, although FIG. 5 illustrates at least one
embodiment in which there are four medial expansion col
umns, embodiments with two or more medial expansion col
umns are within the scope of this invention. In addition, the
taper can be bridged by members other than medial expansion
columns such as by ringed stent sections with different diam
eters.
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Referring now to FIGS. 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, 5A and 5B there
are at least three stent configurations utilized by a bifurcated
stent for an RP body vessel. Each of these configurations has
an asymmetric alternative (FIGS. 3A, 4A, and 5A) and a
symmetric alternative (FIGS. 3B, 4B, and 5B). In the asym
metric alternatives, the trans-ostial portion (49) of the stent
(1) (the portion of the medial region (27) on the opposite side
of the longitudinal axis (16) from the ostium (38)) is not a
substantial coordinate reflection of the ostium (38) relative to
the longitudinal axis (16). The advantage of an asymmetric
alternative is that the trans-Ostial portion (49) need not be
expanded in an oblique direction which eases expansion,
reduces the possibility of poor deployment, and reduces the
possibility of barotraumas.
Along with the use of a stent (1) with non-identical expan
sion columns which allow for a proper fit within an RP body
vessel, at least one embodiment of the invention is directed to

65

an RP tapered balloon catheter which when expanded,
matches the geometric constraints of an RP body vessel and
facilitates the delivery and deployment of the stent within an
RP body vessel. The method of using an RP tapered balloon
catheter with a RP tapered diameterstent is within the scope
of the present invention. Furthermore, an RP tapered balloon
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curved lengthwise to match the RP tapered diameter stent is
also within the scope of the present invention. Shapes includ
ing but not limited to those disclosed in FIGS. 3A, 3B, 4A,
4B, 5A and 5B are also formed in this manner.

In at least one embodiment, using an RP tapered balloon to
at least partially expand a non-RP tapered stent will also result
in an RP tapered expanded stent. However, since a non
tapered stent has no change in material to compensate for the
change in its Surface area, such an expanded stent is RP
tapered as a result of incomplete expansion. This incom
pletely expanded stent will therefore have increased material
fraction at the main branch. For purposes of this application,
material fraction is the proportion of the surface of the
expanded stent covered by the stent material (such as metal).
Shapes including but not limited to those disclosed in FIGS.
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3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, 5A and 5B are also formed in this manner.
FIGS. 3A and 3B each illustrate a lateral stent cross section

profile in which the proximal and distal sections each have a
constant diameter and a stepped medial region (27) bridges
between them. This design addresses the rapid taper that can
occur in RP vessels where the proximal and distal regions
themselves are non-tapered. FIGS. 4A and 4B illustrate lat
eral stent cross section profiles in which there is a gradual
taper extending completely from the proximal region through
the medial region (27) to the distal region. This design is
particularly suited for body vessels in which the proximal and
distal regions themselves are tapered and do not have a large
change in diameter between the parent vessel and the main
branch. FIGS.5A and 5B illustrate profiles that accommodate
tapers present in the parent vessel and the main branch as well
as being Suited for a rapid decrease in diameter between the
parent vessel and the main branch.
A comparison of the stent in FIG. 1 with the PRIOR ART
stent of FIG. 6 is useful to appreciate some embodiments of
the invention. When compared with the PRIOR ART stent of
FIG. 6 it can be appreciated that tapered stent of FIG. 1
accommodates a rapid decrease in diameter between the par
ent vessel and the main branch. In addition, the sloped medial
region (27) in the stent of FIG. 1 orients the side branch
assembly (30) along an ostial angle (40) and within a branch
ing plane (43) which allows the projecting members or petals
(32) to extend Substantially along the second longitudinal
axis (36). That portion of the side opening (18) that lies along
the branching plane (43) is the opening plane.
Referring again to FIG. 1 there is shown another attribute
of the stent that the ostial angle (40) that the branching plane
(43) forms with the first longitudinal axis (16) greatly facili
tates the crowning of the side branch assembly (40). The fact
that the entire ostial region is angled along a common branch
ing plane (43) reduces the physical requirements of the pro
jecting members or petal members (32) of the side branch
assembly (30) to define a lumen at the same oblique angle.
The stent of FIG. 1 also provides more side stent coverage
than the PRIOR ARTstent of FIG. 6. In both stents, a plurality
of ostial engagement points (97) at the point of engagement
between the extended side branch assembly (30) and the first
stent body (10) encircle the ostium (38). In the PRIOR ART
stent of FIG. 6, when the second lumen is extended along the
inter-axis angle (90) at a non-ninety degree angle, one ostial
engagement point (97) is a most acute side angle or acute
carina (91), one ostial engagement point (97) will beata most
obtuse side angle or obtuse carina (92), and the remainder of
ostial engagement points (97) will beat one or more interme
diate angles of increasing acuteness relative to their proximity
to the most acute carina (91). There is a direct correlation
between the acuteness of an ostial engagement points angle
and the axial stress imposed on the ostial engagement point
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(97) when the projecting member(s) (such as petals) (33) of
the side branch assembly (30) are in a crown configuration. In
the stent of FIG. 1 however, the medial region pivots the
ostium as a whole along the branching plane (43) assuring
that all of the ostial engagement points (97) bend along a
common plane and undergo similar levels of stress. This
common level of stress removes the need to selectively rein
force or weaken particular ostial engagement points (97)
relative to the degree to which they bend, flex, or pivot when
assuming a crown configuration.
In at least one embodiment, the stent of FIG. 1 has project
ing members (33) of equal length. The significance of these
equally long projecting members (33) can better be under
stood by their comparison with the PRIOR ARTstent of FIG.
6. In the PRIOR ART stent of FIG. 6, if it is desirable to have

the second fluid lumen terminus (17) be generally uniformly
at a right angle to the second longitudinal axis (36), the most
acute ostial engagement point (91) must be closer to the
second fluid lumenterminus (17) than the otherostial engage
ment points (97) are. Similarly, the most obtuse ostial engage
ment point (92) must be farther from the terminus than the
other ostial engagement points (97). This is because in the
PRIOR ART stent design of FIG. 6, either the various pro
jecting members (32) must have differing lengths or a termi
nus (17) with a non-perpendicular angle and with a non
uniform angle to the second longitudinal axis (36) will result.
The bifurcated stent of FIG. 1 is particularly suited to
provide a terminus (17) that is generally uniformly at a right
angle to the second longitudinal axis (36). FIG. 1 shows that
although the projecting members (33) can all have a common
uniform length regardless of the inter-axis angle (90) they still
form a terminus (17) with a generally uniform circumference.
Similarly in at least one embodiment of the stent of FIG.1, the
projecting members (32) all have a common uniform length
regardless of the inter-axis angle (90) and form a terminus
(17) with a generally perpendicular circumference relative to
the second longitudinal axis (36). In at least one embodiment,
each of the projecting members (33) are equally wide. In at
least one embodiment, each of the projecting members (33)
are equally thick.
The stent (1) can be constructed according to a number of
possible designs. In at least one embodiment, the tubular
structure of the distal and proximal regions of the stent (1)
includes a plurality of interconnected expansion struts (5)
which form expansion columns (7). The struts of various
expansion columns (7) can be interconnected by connector
struts (37). The open areas bordered by the various expansion
columns (7) and connectors (37) define a plurality of cells
(11). The first stent body (10) has at least one diameter having
a first magnitude which permits intraluminal delivery of the
tubular structure into the body vessel passageway, and is
expanded and/or deformed to achieve upon the application of
a radially, outwardly extending force to form diameters which
substantially match the contours of an RP body vessel. In at
least one embodiment, in the unexpanded State the stent as a
whole has a generally uniform diameter and in the expanded
state the proximal distal and medial regions assume their
different expanded diameters (8). The side opening and the
second lumen can be any number of shapes including but not
limited to rectangular, Square, circular, elliptical, or combi
nation thereof. In at least one embodiment the cells (11) are
smaller than the side branch opening (18).
As is shown in FIGS. 7 and 8, at least a portion of the base
of the side branchassembly (30) is an expandable frame (47).
Examples of expandable frames are disclosed in the com
monly owned co-pending application 60/859.420 having an
attorney docket number of S63.2-13226-US01 which has a
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title of “Bifurcation Stent Design with Over Expansion Capa
bility” which is hereby incorporated by reference in its
entirety. As shown in FIG. 7, in the unexpanded state, the
expandable frame (47) has a generally looped structure about
at least a portion of the side opening with one or more curved
regions or additional nested peaks (39) lying along the first
circumferential wall (12). The nested peaks depicted in FIG.
7 comprise a first ascending segment (39"), a second descend
ing segment (39"), a third ascending segment (39"), a fourth
descending segment (39"), a fifth ascending segment (39"),
and a sixth descending segment (39"). While FIG. 7 illus
trates a nested peak configuration having six segments,
embodiments with more or fewer segments are contemplated
by the invention.
The nested peaks (39) when in the unexpanded state reduce
the overall area of the circumferential wall (12) that the base
of the side branchassembly (30) occupies when the stent is in
the unexpanded configuration. When the expandable frame
(47) is expanded as shown in FIG. 8, the additional nested
peaks (39) expand along the branching plane (43) in a direc
tion co-linear to the opening plane and with the remainder of
the base of the side branch array (30). For purposes of this
application the term “co-linear defines a relationship of ele
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contrast, in FIG. 8 the expanded descending segments (39)
extend the base farther which in turn causes the struts bent
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ments where all of the elements are in a common linear order

relative to a single axis. This expansion increases the area of
the base the side branch assembly (30) crowns away from.
The expandable frame (47) allows for greater amount of
scaffolding support for the side branch assembly (30) without
impinging on the Stents overall performance or its ability to
be crimped into a size appropriate for implantation. Petals or
other projecting members can be engaged to the nested peak
(39) allowing the second stent body to define a second fluid
lumen with a greater Volume.
In one embodiment of this invention, the expanded nested
peak of FIG. 8 is completely extended to form a substantially
rounded side branch assembly base. In another embodiment
of this invention, the nested peaks only partially expand to
result in an expanded side branch assembly base which still
retains some peaked structures. In another embodiment of
this invention, two or more nested peaks are present on the
side branch assembly.
In at least one embodiment the expandable frame (47)
facilitates the increase in length that the side branchassembly
spans when the stent is expanded. A comparison of schematic
FIGS.9 and 10 show that the base of the side branchassembly
(30) when unexpanded as shown in FIG.9, has a longitudinal
length (71) running parallel to the longitudinal axis (16)
which is equal to the sloped length (51) (the length measured
according to the slope of the side branch assembly base (30)).
FIG. 10 however illustrates that the diagonal slope length (51)
becomes larger than the longitudinal length (71) when the
stent is expanded. FIG. 9 shows that the ascending and
descending segments (39' 39", 39") occupy similar or over
lapping longitudinal positions when unexpanded. It should be
understood that FIG. 9 is a schematic drawing and the seg
ments are positioned only to demonstrate their longitudinal
offsets, they are not in fact layered on top of each other but are
alongside each other as illustrated in FIG. 8. FIG. 10 illus
trates that when expanded, at least some of the segments (39",
39", and 39") have longitudinally offset positions from each
other which increases the length of the side branch assembly
base and help it to span the increased distance.
One embodiment can be appreciated by a comparison of
FIG. 2 with FIG.8. In FIG. 2, when expanded, the bent region
(6) of the endmost expansion column in the medial region
extends substantially past and out from under the base of the
side branch assembly relative to the longitudinal axis. In
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regions to be positioned below or at least less distant from the
extending segments (39). Such positioning avoids crowding
portions of the medial region against the distal or proximal
regions and provides extra space for fitting longer struts,
longer bent regions, or any other stent member.
In some embodiments the stent, its delivery system, or
other portion of an assembly may include one or more areas,
bands, coatings, members, etc. that is (are) detectable by
imaging modalities Such as X-Ray, MRI, ultrasound, etc. In
Some embodiments at least a portion of the stent and/or adja
cent assembly is at least partially radiopaque.
In some embodiments at least a portion of the Stent is
configured to include one or more mechanisms for the deliv
ery of a therapeutic agent. Often the agent will be in the form
of a coating or other layer (or layers) of material placed on a
Surface region of the stent, which is adapted to be released at
the site of the stents implantation or areas adjacent thereto.
The therapeutic agent can be at least one or various types of
therapeutic agents including but not limited to: at least one
restenosis inhibiting agent that comprises drug, polymer and
bio-engineered materials or any combination thereof. In addi
tion, the coating can be atherapeutic agent such as at least one
drug, or at least one other pharmaceutical product such as
non-genetic agents, genetic agents, cellular material, etc.
Some examples of Suitable non-genetic therapeutic agents
include but are not limited to: at least one anti-thrombogenic
agents such as heparin, heparin derivatives, vascular cell
growth promoters, growth factor inhibitors, Paclitaxel, etc.
Where an agent includes a genetic therapeutic agent, Such a
genetic agent may include but is not limited to: DNA, RNA
and their respective derivatives and/or components; hedge
hog proteins, etc. Where a therapeutic agent includes cellular
material, the cellular material may include but is not limited
to: cells of human origin and/or non-human origin as well as
their respective components and/or derivatives thereof.
Where the therapeutic agent includes a polymer agent, the
polymer agent may be a polystyrene-polyisobutylene-poly
styrene triblock copolymer (SIBS), polyethylene oxide, sili
cone rubber and/or any other suitable substrate. It will be
appreciated that other types of coating Substances, well
known to those skilled in the art, can be applied to the stent (1)
as well.
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This completes the description of the preferred and alter
nate embodiments of the invention. The above disclosure is

50

intended to be illustrative and not exhaustive. This description
will Suggest many variations and alternatives to one of ordi
nary skill in this art. The various elements shown in the
individual figures and described above may be combined,
substituted, or modified for combination as desired. All these
alternatives and variations are intended to be included within
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the scope of the claims where the term "comprising” means
“including, but not limited to.
Further, the particular features presented in the dependent
claims can be combined with each other in other manners
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within the scope of the invention such that the invention
should be recognized as also specifically directed to other
embodiments having any other possible combination of the
features of the dependent claims. For instance, for purposes of
claim publication, any dependent claim which follows should
be taken as alternatively written in a multiple dependent form
from all prior claims which possess all antecedents refer
enced in Such dependent claim if such multiple dependent
format is an accepted format within the jurisdiction (e.g. each
claim depending directly from claim 1 should be alternatively
taken as depending from all previous claims). Injurisdictions
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where multiple dependent claim formats are restricted, the
following dependent claims should each be also taken as
alternatively written in each singly dependent claim format
which creates a dependency from a priorantecedent-possess
ing claim other than the specific claim listed in Such depen
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proximal region, the medial region, the first stent body, the
second stent body, and any combination thereof.
4. The stent of claim 1 in which there are four intercon

nected expansion columns in the medial region.
5. The stent of claim 1 in which at least a portion of the
distal region and at least a portion of the proximal region have

dent claims below.

a common axis.
The invention claimed is:

1. A bifurcated Stent having an unexpanded State and an
expanded State, the stent constructed of a plurality of inter
connected Strut members forming a plurality of expansion
columns along a length of the Stent, the stent comprising:
a generally tubular first body defining a first lumen, the first
body having a side opening bounded by a perimeter, a
distal region distal to the side opening and having a distal
region diameter, a proximal region proximal to the side
opening and having a proximal region diameter, and a
medial region between the distal and proximal regions,
wherein the medial region defines the side opening,
wherein the medial region comprises at least three axi
ally spaced expansion columns, each expansion col
umn has a plurality of undulations, a continuous
length including the undulations, and a diameter, the
at least three axially spaced expansion columns com
prise aproximal most expansion column at a proximal
end of the medial region, a distal most expansion
columnata distal end of the medial region, and at least
one intermediate expansion column therebetween,
wherein the proximal most expansion column and the
distal most expansion column have different maxi
mum expansion capacities, wherein the continuous
length of the proximal most expansion column of the
medial region is greater than the continuous length of
the at least one intermediate expansion column, and
the continuous length of the at least one intermediate
expansion column is greater than the continuous
length of the distal most expansion column of the
medial region;
wherein, in the expanded State, the proximal region diam
eter is greater than the distal region diameter, wherein
the proximal region diameter and the distal region diam
eter differ in size by one magnitude selected from the
inclusive range of 18% to 35%;
wherein the medial region has a tapering diameter transi
tioning from a maximum diameter equal to the proximal
region diameterata proximal end of the medial region to
a minimum diameter equal to the distal region diameter
size at a distal end of the medial region, and
a second body comprising at least two projecting members,
wherein, in the expanded State, at least one of the pro
jecting members of the second body extends
obliquely from the first body, and the projecting mem
bers define a second lumen therethrough, and the
second lumen is in fluid communication with the first
lumen.

2. The stent of claim 1 in which the first body comprises a
plurality of interconnected Strut members, and a plurality of
cells defining open spaces in the first lumen between inter
connected Strut members, the interconnected members being
connected by at least one connector, the cells being in fluid
communication with the first lumen and having an area
greater than that of the side opening.
3. The stent of claim 2 further comprising at least one
therapeutic agent coating, the at least one therapeutic agent
coating being positioned at one location selected from the
group consisting of at least one connector, at least one stent
member, at least one projecting member, the distal region, the
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6. The stent of claim 1, wherein the projecting members
commonly extend around an axis oblique to the generally
tubular first body, each projecting member has an outermost
tip at a location farthest from the generally tubular first body,
each outermost tip is spaced Such that an axis extending
between any two outermost tips is substantially perpendicular
to the axis oblique to the generally tubular first body.
7. The stent of claim 1, wherein the undulations of the

expansion columns of the medial region have equal ampli
tudes.
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8. The stent of claim 1, wherein each expansion column of
the medial region has a ratio of continuous length to diameter,
wherein the ratio for the proximal most expansion column of
the medial region is equal to the ratio for the distal most
expansion column of the medial region.
9. The stent of claim 1, wherein the proximal region has a
greater expansion capacity than the distal region.
10. A bifurcated stent comprising:
a generally tubular first body defining a first lumen, the first
body having a side opening bounded by a perimeter, a
distal region distal to the side opening and having a
diameter, a proximal region proximal to the side opening
and having a diameter, and a medial region between the
distal and proximal regions, wherein the medial region
defines the side opening,
wherein the medial region comprises four axially spaced
expansion columns,
wherein each expansion column of the medial region has
a plurality of undulations, a continuous length includ
ing the undulations, and a diameter,
wherein, from a proximal end to a distal end of the
medial region, the four axially spaced expansion col
umns of the medial region comprise a first expansion
column, a second expansion column, a third expan
sion column, and a fourth expansion column, wherein
the first expansion column and the fourth expansion
column have different maximum expansion capaci
ties, wherein the continuous length of the first expan
sion column is greater than the continuous length of
the second expansion column, and the continuous
length of the second expansion column is greater than
the continuous length of the fourth expansion column
of the medial region;
wherein the distal region diameter and proximal region
diameter of the first body have different sizes, the
proximal region diameter size being greater than the
distal region diameter size, the medial region has a
tapering diameter transitioning from a maximum
diameter equal to the proximal region diameter size at
a proximal end of the medial region to a minimum
diameter equal to the distal region diameter size at a
distal end of the medial region, and
a second body comprising at least two projecting members,
wherein, in an expanded State, at least one of the pro
jecting members of the second body extends obliquely
from the first body, and the projecting members define a
second lumen therethrough, and the second lumen is in
fluid communication with the first lumen.

11. The stent of claim 10, wherein the continuous length of
the second expansion column is greater than the continuous
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length of the third expansion column of the medial region, and
the continuous length of the third expansion column of the
medial region is greater than the continuous length of the
fourth expansion column of the medial region.
12. The stent of claim 10, wherein each expansion column 5
comprises a plurality of interconnected Struts.
13. The stent of claim 10, wherein the undulations of the
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14. The stent of claim 10, wherein each expansion column
of the medial region has a ratio of continuous length to diam
eter, wherein the ratio for the proximal most expansion col
umn of the medial region is equal to the ratio for the distal
most expansion column of the medial region.
15. The stent of claim 10, wherein the proximal region has
a greater expansion capacity than the distal region.

expansion columns of the medial region have equal ampli
tudes.
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